Due Process in the Prison: A Third Form

Edmund B. Spaeth Jr.
I WOULD LIKE TO TRACE THE WAY in which the due process clause has evolved. We forget that due process is a very flexible and very expansive concept. The most forceful way I can think of to remind you how flexible and how expansive it is, is to give you an admittedly superficial history of the due process clause of the fourteenth amendment. I hope the value of this background will be to suggest the directions in which due process must go, if the courts are going to be able to cope with the problems of due process in the prisons. There will be many different points of view with respect to which is the proper direction, but I suggest that we can make a better judgment in choosing among those points of view if we bear in mind the history of the clause. I will suggest, at the end of my remarks, my own opinion as to the course of the due process doctrine in the future. I have no idea what the reaction will be to my own feeling about how due process might develop, but I hope to provoke discussion, because judges, attorneys, and corrections officials are the people who are giving daily meaning to due process.
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The place to start is with the language of the fourteenth amendment, which states: "nor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law." The first thing to notice about this language is that it limits action — deprivation — by a state. But in fact, it is exactly the same language as is contained in the fifth amendment, which provides, with respect to the federal government: "nor shall any person . . . be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law." From the outset of our constitutional history, the fifth amendment's requirement of due process was regarded as requiring due process only in the enforcement of the law; it was not thought to pertain at all to the content of the law. Consequently, when the first cases came up after the ratification of the fourteenth amendment, the Supreme Court took the same very limited view of the fourteenth amendment's due process clause as it had in interpreting that clause in the fifth amendment.

The great decision was the Slaughter-House Cases. A Louisiana statute provided that a given corporation had the exclusive right to butcher cattle in New Orleans. An action was brought by the other butchers, who asserted that the statute was contrary to the fourteenth amendment's due process clause, because it deprived the butchers of their property. It put them out of business. The Supreme Court rejected that argument very summarily, simply stating: "Under no construction of the due process clause that we have ever seen ... can the restraint imposed by the state of Louisiana upon the exercise of their trade by the butchers of New Orleans be held to be a deprivation of property within the meaning of that provision."

Just a few years later, in Munn v. Illinois, the Supreme Court again refused to invalidate a statute which was alleged to be a denial of due process. There, the statute regulated the rate that could be charged for the warehousing of grain. Chief Justice Waite wrote for the Court: "We know that this is a power [of rate regulation]
which may be abused, but that is no argument against its existence. For protection against abuses by Legislatures, the people must resort to the polls, not to the courts."\(^{11}\)

Those words were written in 1877. Within about twenty years, the Court entirely reversed itself and transformed the due process clause into one of the most effective weapons against the legislature. The philosophy that so led the Court had been stated by Justice Bradley in the dissent in the Slaughter-House Cases.\(^{12}\) He argued that the butchers, like any other citizens, had a fundamental right — he used the word "fundamental," but he was really talking about "natural rights"\(^{13}\) — to choose their calling.\(^{14}\) He declared: "[A] law which prohibits a large class of citizens from adopting a lawful employment . . . does deprive them of liberty, as well as property, without due process of law."\(^{15}\)

What happened in that period of the late 1800's and early 1900's was that the state legislatures were responding to the dislocations created by the industrial revolution, and they enacted all kinds of remedial legislation.\(^{16}\) Justice Bradley's theory of natural rights was repeatedly argued to the Supreme Court by those who objected to having their businesses regulated in this manner.\(^{17}\) So within about twenty years, the courts heeded those appeals, and completely reversed the philosophy they had taken regarding the content of due process.\(^{18}\) The Justices made this change in a very interesting way. First, the Court held that the police power of the state was restricted to promoting public health, morals, and safety.\(^{19}\) Second, the Court changed the burden of proof. It used to be that a statute was presumptively valid.\(^{20}\) Gradually, the Court shifted the burden, so that where the statute affected what the Court considered to be a natural or fundamental right of a person — the liberty to make a contract,\(^{21}\) the right to hold property\(^{22}\) — the burden fell on the state to show that the statute was authorized by the
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Constitution, not merely that it was not forbidden by the Constitution. Finally, in deciding whether the state had met that burden, the Court did not hesitate to look outside of the record and take judicial notice of facts that would persuade it as to whether the statute was proper. The great case that illustrated this method was *Lochner v. New York*, decided in 1905. There, the Court held invalid a statute that restricted employment in bakeries to ten hours a day and sixty hours a week. The Court announced that the statute was an unconstitutional interference with the right of adults to enter into contracts with respect to their livelihood. The state submitted considerable medical evidence in support of the statute, but the Court, unmoved, replied with this language: "To the common understanding the trade of a baker has never been regarded as an unhealthy one . . . . It might be safely affirmed that almost all occupations more or less affect the health . . . But are we all, on that account, at the mercy of legislative majorities?"

The Court had completely changed its position. Thirty years later, it completely changed its position again. In 1937, in the case of *West Coast Hotel Company v. Parrish*, the Court upheld minimum wage legislation and initiated a process of overruling a whole series of cases, *Lochner* among them. As we all know, the Great Depression had struck, and the rights to liberty and property were no longer regarded as absolutes. Instead, it was acknowledged that the liberty of one person might be used in such a way as to coerce another person, and it was recognized that the legislature had the right to intervene to mitigate the effect of such coercion. This shift of position represented a great triumph for Justice Holmes, who filed a series of classic dissents, beginning with *Lochner*. In one of them, he commented that it was a legitimate objective of the legislature to try to establish the equality of position between the parties in which the liberty to contract operates; and in *Lochner*, he pointed out that the majority's definition of liberty depended upon accepting a given economic theory which was
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not written into or otherwise a part of the Constitution.\textsuperscript{35} By the time the Court finished overruling cases such as \textit{Lochner}, it had returned to the statement made by Chief Justice Waite in \textit{Munn}, that if legislation had somehow interfered with their natural rights, people should resort to the polls rather than the courts.\textsuperscript{36}

While all of that change was going on, an entirely different conception of due process developed and expanded. The due process concept found in cases such as \textit{Lochner} is frequently referred to as substantive due process.\textsuperscript{37} As the Court moved away from substantive due process, its attention returned to procedural due process, which is where due process originated.\textsuperscript{38} The question underlying procedural due process, and the question with which corrections officials are daily concerned, is what procedures must be followed in enforcing a given law? The basic approach taken by the Court in answering that question is that the requirements of procedural due process will vary according to the particular case.\textsuperscript{39} Procedures adequate to determine a welfare claim, for example, may not be adequate in trying a felony case.\textsuperscript{40} But as the cases have developed, certain basic requirements may be discerned. There must be notice, and that notice must be sufficient to inform the interested parties of the pendency of the proceeding, and to enable them to prepare for it.\textsuperscript{41} There must be a hearing before an impartial tribunal,\textsuperscript{42} and during the hearing, it must be possible to confront and cross-examine witnesses.\textsuperscript{43} There must be a reasoned decision of record.\textsuperscript{44}

On the civil side, procedural due process has developed an extraordinary reach. It touches everything from deportation,\textsuperscript{45} to replevin
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of personal property, 46 garnishment of wages, 47 confession of judgment, 48 termination of welfare benefits, 49 claims for social security, 50 and other areas.

Even more dramatic has been its development on the criminal side. It used to be that there was a marked difference between procedural due process in a state court and in a federal court. In a federal court, the contents of procedural due process were largely defined — and are largely defined — by the Bill of Rights, particularly the first eight amendments. 51 This proposition did not hold true in the state courts. The state courts were bound only by the fourteenth amendment's due process clause, and for many years, the Court required only fundamentally fair procedures. 52 Justice Cardozo's test was whether the procedural right involved was "implicit in the concept of ordered liberty." 53 Today, there is very little difference between federal and state procedure. I believe there is still room for some difference, but I am uncertain as to the extent.

Justice Black was the great leader in bringing state procedure into parity with federal procedure, and as a result of his persuasion, 54 most of the procedural requirements of the Bill of Rights have been absorbed by the due process clause of the fourteenth amendment: the fourth amendment protection against unreasonable searches and seizures; 55 the fifth amendment guarantee against double jeopardy 56 and the right not to incriminate oneself; 57 the sixth amendment right to a speedy,
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Public, jury trial, the right to notice of charges, confrontation, compulsory process, and counsel, and the eighth amendment protection against cruel and unusual punishment. All of those protections, formerly applicable only as part of due process in the federal courts, are now applicable as part of due process under the fourteenth amendment in the state courts. The result has been to transform criminal trials.

Here is a colorful example. If federal agents seized evidence without a proper warrant, they could not use it in a federal trial. The local police, however, were not bothered with any "vexatious unreasonable search and seizure requirements"; if they seized the evidence without a proper warrant, they could use it themselves, in a state trial, or they could walk down the street and give it to the federal agents, who could then use it in the federal trial, on the reasoning that not they, but the local police had seized it. The name of the doctrine allowing this practice was the "silver platter" doctrine, for obvious reasons. Now the local police are just as bound to get a search warrant as the federal agents.

There are many other elements of procedural due process that have been developed since the Court has struggled with these concepts. I will mention only a few of them. A statute will be held to deny due process if it is too vague to give the defendants notice of what they are supposed to have done wrong. A statutory presumption, either expressed or implied, may be struck down as a denial of due process.

In this connection, the great case is the one involving Timothy Leary.


61. The "silver platter" doctrine was explained by Justice Frankfurter, in Lustig v. United States, 338 U.S. 44 (1949), as follows: "The crux of that doctrine is that a search is a search by a federal official if he had a hand in it; it is not a search by a federal official if evidence secured by state authorities is turned over to the federal authorities on a silver platter." Id. at 78-79 (emphasis added).


Under the particular statute, if he possessed marijuana, he was presumed to know that it was illegally imported. The Court found such a presumption to be arbitrary and a denial of due process. A violation of due process will be found if the prosecutor suppresses evidence favorable to the defendant. A court will not be permitted to accept a guilty plea unless it is sure that the defendant is entering the plea voluntarily and intelligently, and it cannot be sure until it satisfies itself that the defendant knows a great deal about the right to a jury trial, the conduct of a jury trial, the charge, the elements of the offense, and the sentences that may be imposed. A defendant's right to counsel includes the right to appellate counsel. If the defendant is put on probation or is released on parole, the probation or parole cannot be revoked without quite an elaborate procedure. This last example is particularly interesting and important. It used to be said that one had to bear in mind whether a right or a privilege was involved, and parole and probation were regarded as privileges. Probation was considered a gift or "act of grace" by the government to the prisoner. When dealing with privileges, the defendant was not entitled to due process, and the defendant was only entitled to due process when there was an interference with rights. Such distinctions are not drawn today. In 1963, then Judge, now Chief Justice, Burger wrote an opinion in which he indicated that the prisoner had little need for due process before a parole board, because a parole board was not to be regarded as an adversary of the prisoner; it had the prisoner's interests at heart; its concern was rehabilitation. Later, Chief Justice Burger wrote these words in
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Morrissey v. Brewer. 78 “By whatever name the [probationer’s or parolee’s liberty is called], the liberty is valuable and must be seen as within the protection of the fourteenth amendment. Its termination calls for some orderly process, however informal.”79

I offer this very summary history, because, as you look back and consider how changeable and how expansive the definition of due process has been, you can sense how the courts are almost inevitably propelled into the prison. As recently as thirty years ago, the prevailing doctrine was that prisoners forfeited all of their liberties,80 as shown by that old case out of Virginia which described the prisoner as a “slave of the state.”81 Fortunately, this idea is no longer with us.82 In 1948 the Supreme Court said that a prisoner only lost so many rights and privileges as justified by the considerations underlying our penal system.83 More recently, a court has noted that a convict is a person entitled to the protection of the fourteenth amendment.84 Given this framework, the courts had to wonder what protections were afforded by the fourteenth amendment and what considerations were underlying our penal system, and as they wondered, they have become increasingly anxious. On the one hand, the Court has observed: “Federal courts sit not to supervise prisons . . . . We are not unmindful that prison officials must be accorded latitude in the administration of prison affairs.”85 On the other hand, the same Court indicated in the same paragraph, that it does sit “to enforce the constitutional rights of all 'persons,' including prisoners.”86

The Supreme Court’s most recent decision, Wolff v. McDonnell,87 reflects this tension between protecting without supervising.88 I do not see any easy resolution of the tension. In fact, I see the tension increasing to the point where the courts will have to devise a third form of due process, applying not simply to a given individual whose liberty may be threatened, but encompassing the entire criminal justice system. The fundamental hope underlying procedural due process is
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that, by insisting upon sound procedure, the enforcement of the law may be made fair. Perhaps the most famous due process case is *Gideon v. Wainwright*, which held that the accused must have counsel. Why does he need counsel? Because a trial cannot otherwise be fair; the accused does not know enough to protect himself: he cannot decide what evidence is admissible, and he cannot really understand the indictment. Criminal defendants need lawyers to guide them. If that fundamental hope is to be realized, I suggest that procedural due process must go a great deal farther than it has so far, because there are many highly arbitrary, unregulated aspects of the administration of criminal justice today. These aspects must be brought within the ambit of procedural due process if we are to have any expectations of a fair administration of the criminal law. For instance, in Pennsylvania the choice of which cases to prosecute, and which cases to divert away from prosecution and into what is known as Accelerated Rehabilitative Disposition (ARD) is almost entirely arbitrary at present. The amount of bail fixed, or the decision to grant bail at all, is almost entirely arbitrary. Sentencing is almost entirely arbitrary, in due process terms. The Supreme Court has started to nibble at the due process implications of sentencing. The key case is one in which the record demonstrated that in imposing sentence, the judge had taken into account facts that were not true.

Even within the prison, due process must be extended. Having put aside the old privilege/right dichotomy, the classification procedures become critically important. Does a prisoner have a right to health care as a matter of due process? The Court will find itself backed into that consideration, because it has already held in *O'Connor v. Donaldson* that a state cannot confine a civilly committed person, without treatment, if that person is nondangerous and could live in normal society either alone or with aid from family or friends. The *Donaldson* holding is very narrow, but these narrow holdings have a
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way of expanding. I think it will expand from the civil field into the criminal field. An action is now pending in Philadelphia, asserting that prisoners who need mental health care in the Philadelphia County prisons are entitled, as a matter of law, to have it. The action was brought under the Mental Health and Mental Retardation Act, but the constitutional overtones are very apparent.

What about prisoners' right to work? Do they have a right to be paid for work? Is running the prison with prison labor, especially if the prisoner is a detentioner and thus presumed innocent, in conformity with due process? Whatever the answers to those questions, the traditional hope of the law is that procedural due process will work out answers, and when the answers are worked out, the result will be fairly administered prisons. My closing point is this proposition: I do not think we will find the answers; I do not think we can. Because of my belief in that respect, I think that due process is going to move in a direction that it never has moved before.

The prisons now are in for very hard days. On the one hand, more and more people are going to enter the prisons. The sentences are not going to get shorter; they will get longer. A number of legislatures are choosing to enact mandatory sentencing statutes. Meanwhile, prison budgets are not going to be increased sufficiently, if at all. New York City is broke. Philadelphia is in trouble. All the big cities are in the same position. Furthermore, few people care. There will not be the push to make prisons the sort of institutions where the procedural due process that has already evolved, or will evolve, can work. If these predictions are correct, there will be a very painful confrontation. It has already happened in New York City. What does a court do when, under the principles of due process, it concludes that a prison does not


Section 102 of the 1976 Act states in pertinent part: "It is the policy of the Commonwealth . . . to seek to assure the availability of adequate treatment to persons who are mentally ill . . . ." Act No. 143, § 102, 1976 Pa. Legis. Serv. 346 (to be codified as PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 50, § 7102). Section 401(a) of the 1976 Act provides that if a prisoner "is or becomes severely mentally disabled, proceedings may be instituted for examination and treatment under the civil provisions of this act in the same manner" as if he were not a prisoner. Act No. 143, § 401, 1976 Pa. Legis. Serv. 357 (to be codified as PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 50, § 7401). Perhaps the policy of the Act and its nondiscriminatory application to prisoners can be construed as creating a prisoner's right to adequate treatment, at least as to those prisoners who are "severely mentally disabled."
give due process, and the prison officials answer in effect: "We are
doing the best we can?" Either the court backs down, or the court
closes the prison. A federal district court judge in New York took
the latter course, saying generally: "If you do not make the Tombs
in conformity with principles of constitutional law, I will close it,"
and he closed it.102

I suggest that closing the prisons is not a solution, and that some-
thing else must be worked out. I think the alternative is to develop a
far more expansive view of due process. Reflecting upon the history of
due process and the extraordinary changes that it has already under-
gone, I do not hesitate to make such a suggestion. This new due process
will have to view the administration of criminal justice in systemic,
rather than in individual, terms. The only case that I know of which
has expressly taken this approach is a case out of Philadelphia, where
the court pointed out that the Philadelphia prison violated the consti-
tutional rights of the prisoners in a variety of respects.103 But then it
further pointed out that relief could not be expected solely by reforming
the prison.104 Recently, there was a conference of prison superin-
tendents and others concerned with prisons, from seventeen southern
states.105 These people asserted that there is no sense of coordination
or planning in the criminal justice system; that the police, the prose-
cutors, and the courts all acted without any consideration of the impact
that their unrelated and disjointed decisions might have upon the
prisons.106 The inevitable result is that prisons are hopelessly unable
to conform to the legal requirements that evolving principles of pro-
cedural due process are imposing upon them.

The Philadelphia Commission for Effective Criminal Justice has
made a survey of the Philadelphia criminal justice system, with this
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court also ordered the appointment of a master to aid in preparing a plan to correct
prison conditions. Id. On appeal, the commonwealth court reversed this appointment
appeal, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court reinstated the trial court's appointment of a
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very problem in mind. A handful of the facts that the Commission found will illustrate the problem: an estimated $261 million is invested in the criminal justice system in Philadelphia in a year; approximately $132 million of that amount goes for arresting people; and $78 million of it goes for trying them; the prisons get $16 million; probation and parole get $5.7 million. The figures themselves suggest a disproportion, but the problem goes deeper than this superficial indication. These enormous sums of money are allocated without any previous planning, without any thought as to what impact the conduct of one component of the system will have on another. There is no evaluation of the programs or activities undertaken by any of the components. Some of the results are very striking. From 1972 to 1974, with enormous backlogs in the courts, a staggering number of gambling cases were tried, with remarkable results: less than ten percent were found guilty, and only a handful went to jail. In another instance, a program was set up to try to relieve the overcrowding in the prisons by providing for pretrial services and conditional probation. It was funded to handle 1500 people, but its case load was 185. No one has monitored this program. No one has asked: "What went wrong?"

As for diversion, it is said that the criminal justice system would collapse but for the number of people being diverted out of it. But the criteria by which the diversion decision is made are not even written, much less promulgated. What sort of followup is there? No one knows. In 1972, when that Philadelphia court looked at the prisons, it discovered that forty-five percent of the detentioners were in prison for only seven days. In other words, their bail would be set, but they could not make the bail initially; therefore, they went through the full-dress criminal process; they were taken by the sheriff to the prison; they were classified, issued clothing, and assigned a cell; and then within seven days, they managed to make the bail and were released. The process is utterly disruptive of any orderly administration
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of a prison. Since that time, there have been many programs instituted, but the percentage of seven-day detentioners remains fifty-one percent. That indicates a complete lack of control.

Somewhere along the line — and I suggest that it will have to be in the courts — a judge will be forced to say: “I cannot look at a given, individual prisoner to see whether he is getting due process. I know that he is not getting it. The prison in which he is an inmate is overwhelmed by its physical difficulties. Therefore, the only way that procedural due process can be achieved is not through an individual approach, but an approach which considers the individual in an entire system and makes the system itself follow some minimum degree of rational planning.” I would agree at once that no court has said anything similar. Due process has not gone nearly so far. But we have seen how it has changed since the late 1800’s, and how fast it is changing now. It is not my prediction, but it is my hope that it will go in the direction that I have outlined for you.
